Permutation weighted order statistic filter lattices.
We introduce and analyze a new class of nonlinear filters called permutation weighted order statistic (PWOS) filters. These filters extend the concept of weighted order statistic (WOS) filters, in which filter weights associated with the input samples are used to replicate the corresponding samples, and an order statistic is chosen as the filter output. PWOS filters replicate each input sample according to weights determined by the temporal-order and rank-order of samples within a window. Hence, PWOS filters are in essence time-varying WOS filters. By varying the amount of temporal-rank order information used in selecting the output for a given observation window size, we obtain a wide range of filters that are shown to comprise a complete lattice structure. At the simplest level in the lattice, PWOS filters reduce to the well-known WOS filter, but for higher levels in the lattice, the obtained selection filters can model complex nonlinear systems and signal distortions. It is shown that PWOS filters are realizable by a N! piecewise linear threshold logic gate where the coefficients within each partition can be easily optimized using stack filter theory. Simulations are included to show the advantages of PWOS filters for the processing of image and video signals.